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Abstract: - Many training strategies for teacher training have been developed to train university lecturers. Our objective in this paper is to analyze the cooperative work as a strategy for training university teachers in the context of a Training Program for new lecturers at the Polytechnic University of Valencia. We will describe the training Program and its key for training university teachers: Base-Group strategy. Further on we will explain its norms and how they work. Finally we will analyze the advantages and drawbacks found when they have been used.
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1 Introduction
Starting in the academic year 1998-1999, the Teacher Training Institute of the Polytechnic University of Valencia has been offering an initial training course for university lecturers called Initial Pedagogical Training for University Lecturers (FIPPU).

The objective of this course [1] is to acquire the basic competence in order to start and successfully develop a teaching career at university level. We divide this competence in three fields:

1. Pedagogical competence
   - To build the teaching-learning process
   - To manage the working methods and learners’ learning tasks.
   - To use different strategies to communicate pedagogically.
   - To use correctly different resources in the teaching and learning process.
   - To manage interaction between teachers and learners.
   - Learners’ tutorship throughout their studies.

2. Institutional competence.
   - To fully educate learners.
   - To work in cross-disciplinary teams with a focus on educational innovation projects.

3. Social-professional competence.
   - To develop thought processes in the teaching methods.
   - To face duties and ethical dilemmas found in the university teaching activities.

In order to achieve this competence there have been formulated several training strategies, one of them being cooperative work through small groups called base-groups. This way, teachers can use their own experience in order to motivate cooperative work in their students [2, 3].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will describe the University training Program FIPPU. Its key for training teachers, namely Base-Group strategy, is explained in section 3. Section 4 shows the questionnaire used for obtaining the advantages and drawbacks of the base-group strategy. Results obtained and our analysis are given in section 5. Finally, the conclusions and further research are explained in section 6.

2 What is FIPPU
The Initial Pedagogical Training for University Lecturers (FIPPU) is held along one academic year and lasts 250 hours, ranking from September to October the following year.

The training activities are developed with the assistance of experts on university pedagogy, scholars of the university, tutors, and advisers of the Teacher Training Institute (ICE).

Several teaching methodologies are used in the programme, whose basic principle is flexibility, both in its progress as in its adapting to the individual needs and situations of each participant.

The structure of the programme is mainly divided in four kinds of work:
   - Core Theoretical Training, which consists of theoretical seminars whose main focus is on the competence to be developed.
• Complementary Theoretical Training, which fulfils the development of specific competence derived from each teacher’s personal training project.
• Practical Training, which implies taking part in groups of work which meet on a regular basis in order to share experiences, analyse their teaching methods, and so on. All this process is supervised by a pedagogical adviser from ICE.
• Teaching Portfolio, which consists of the development of a progressive work of the teacher which allows the assessment of the acquired competence in the training process.

In order to do so, several training strategies are used: intensive seminars, training workshops, symposia, collaborative work in base-groups, Teaching Portfolio, video recordings, tutorship, and so on.

The developed cooperative work is set in a series of meetings organized by base-groups belonging to the 9th edition of the Initial Pedagogical Training for University Lecturers (FIPPU). Each base-group is formed by around six teachers and the tutorship of a pedagogical adviser, whose goal was to prepare the ground for the cooperative work. The ultimate objective was for every teacher to produce a so called Teaching Portfolio, an open flexible document which conveys a deep thought about the improvement of the teacher’s pedagogical competence and which implies a process of progressive revision and improvement.

In the next section we will focus on the management of the base-groups.

3 Base-group strategy

The base-group teaching strategy consists of making five to six teachers’ groups and a pedagogical adviser who meet on a regular basis about once a month. In these meetings a number of common objectives are discussed. These groups can be considered to be the main part of the FIPPU programme, since they allow contact between the members of the group in a constant way.

The objective of this kind of strategy is to develop academic, professional, social and communicative competence [4]. After that, teachers are organized and motivated for cooperation [5, 6].

The goal of this strategy consists in giving support each one of the group members so that they can achieve their personal goals, as well as providing a search for common objectives in as much as the similarities of the fields of the teachers can offer and be needed. In summary, this technique offers skills for cooperation, as well as creating an individual sense of responsibility on each one of the students [7, 8].

These base-groups are formed within an intensive seminar, an activity which sets off the programme. For that, a number of specific criteria are taken into account. The group is started in the intensive seminar since, as their first task, they are entrusted to think about a name that will identify them. For that purpose, they all have to make suggestions and agree on a final decision.

According to Johnson and Johnson, 1990, the definition of collaborative learning is [3] “the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s learning”. This definition fits perfectly well into the initial strategy subject of this study. Furthermore, the same authors consider that this process is a gradual one in which each member feels mutually committed to each other’s learning, a fact which generates a positive cross-dependence which does not imply competition.

Taking into account the fact that heterogeneity can bring a big amount of richness into the group, the most important requirement in the formation of the groups is the fact that teachers belong to different teaching areas. This way, a wider view of the topics dealt with can be obtained, and different points of view not so commonly thought of can come up in the discussions. In the approach of the program the figure of the tutor turns out to be essential and, for this reason, the new teachers can rely on the support of a pedagogic adviser and a tutor of their teaching area. The functions of each one of them, which can be seen later, are complementary. The pedagogic tutor who is assigned to every base-group has as basic tasks: to provide an expert vision of everything that carries the teaching-learning process; to become a guide along the program and to offer support before any difficulty that the teachers might find in their teaching practice, both to an individual level as in the team. On the other hand, the tutor chosen by every new teacher is a colleague with longer teaching experience and must belong to the same speciality. Thus, the advice is guaranteed in those aspects more technical that the rest of components of the group cannot estimate due to the fact that they belong to different areas.

In these periodic meetings there are two basic lines of discussion: the topics necessary for the accomplishment of the individual portfolio and the personal concerns of the new teachers arising from their thought about their educational tasks. The portfolio is a dossier that every new teacher delivers obligatorily on having finished the course and, in it, the efforts realized by the teacher are reflected in
order to achieve personal aims to improve their role as teachers. The places where the meetings of the base-group are carried out are normally small rooms that favour the formation of a helpful environment where work can be easily done. In addition they are provided with the audio-visual means necessary to be able to carry out the different activities that form the program, such as the visualization of the recordings of the teachers of the group during one of their classes. Due to the diversity of schedules of the members of the group and in order to facilitate the next meeting, on having finished every session, a day, time and place for the meeting is agreed.

In every base-group a secretary is appointed whose task is to be bridge between the rest of components and the pedagogic adviser. Another task is to keep the minutes of each one of the meetings. The minutes are checked by the pedagogic tutor and, later, it is sent via e-mail to each one of the participants. In this record there are gathered the tasks and the main issues, as well as the assignments to be done for the following meeting and the day of the meeting.

4 Questionnaire for base-group valuation

In order to be able to analyze the weak points and establish the adequate thought, a survey was carried out aimed at the members of each base-group. The items are as follows:

Advantages:
1. How does the base-group improve your motivation?
2. How does the based-group help its members to face a situation from different points of view?
3. Do the educational strategies from other base-group members show you new teaching methodologies?
4. Does the base-group help establish friendship and support between members?
5. Bringing personal experiences to the group.
6. Exchanging complementary information related to the teaching career (conferences, access to vacancies, and so on)
7. Working for the achievement of common objectives, but not leaving aside personal goals.
8. To confirm strong points of your teaching methods through analysis of one of your lessons.

Drawbacks:
9. Difficulty in finding a date for meetings
10. Being unpunctual, a fact which carries waste of time.
11. Talking about topics not related to the agenda.
12. Need of more time to agree on certain ideas.

Questions:
13. Despite the possible difficulties faced, are you satisfied with the work done in the base-group?
14. Did the meetings help you write your teaching portfolio?

5 Questionnaire results and their Analysis

In this section the obtained results are shown and so, following the data, the possible meditation is analysed, a fact which can help confirm the strong points and to improve the weak ones of the cooperative work for the formation of university teachers. It is obvious that the cooperative work improved the motivation to a high extent of the participating teachers.

In figure 1 we can see the results corresponding to the motivation of the teachers. In this respect it is necessary to emphasize that only for 4.17% the strategy had little effect on the motivation. The major index of answers was given in the option "quite", with 54%. Bearing this in mind, it is possible to argue that the cooperative work improved the motivation of the participating teachers as opposed to other strategies.

Attending to the results shown in figure 2, we can say that the fact of presenting different points of view to the same situation enriched the personal possibilities of every participant in a moderate or significant degree. 45% of the participants inclined for the option "quite", whereas only 8.33% did it for the "little" option. Undoubtedly the possibility of interaction between the participating teachers meant the interchange of experiences and hence the enrichment of the personal points of view.

Obviously the diversity of strategies represents an element that has an effect on every matter in a particular way. Figure 3 shows that the used strategies affected a little or quite a lot in the respective teaching areas of every teacher. In general a tendency is observed in the data to support the idea that the cooperative work improved the different strategies used by the teachers. Therefore it can be stated that the strategies used in the teaching could have increased the confidence of the teacher as consequence of the cooperative strategy.

The data shown in figure 4 comes to prove that the friendship and support between the components of the base-group improved widely, which undoubtedly had positive consequences on the rest of elements of interaction of the participants (motivation, scope of the activities, interchange, etc). In this direction it is possible to argue that the cooperative work reverberated positively on the competition for the interaction of the group.
Figure 5 shows that the experiences of the members of the group enriched the activity of each of the participants. The exposition of other experiences different from the each one's had a positive effect when it came to view the learning problems from a different vantage point and therefore enriching. It is significant to see that no participant gave an opposite opinion.

It is evident that the cooperative work supposed the interchange of complementary information to favour the teaching career of the participants and this way it can be stated by the data shown in figure 6. The common activities approach, orientated to improving the teaching curriculum, had a positive effect on each of the members that, only for 4.17% it meant a scanty effect in their interchange of information and nobody posed void impact. Therefore it is necessary to indicate that the teacher that is formed in an area of cooperative work has major opportunities to reach their teaching objectives in the short term.

It is important to be able to arrange both levels of aims, and the cooperative work throws information on the good march with regard to the attainment of the common and personal objectives. According to the data shown in figure 7, by no means did the common objectives prevent or affect negatively on the personal objectives.

According to the information shown in figure 8, one of the outstanding aspects that improved with the cooperative work was to confirm both strengths and weaknesses of the personal teaching. Undoubtedly this question served to reaffirm the strong points of each one of the participants, as well as the improvement of those weak points that had been detected with the help of the base-group.

It is obvious that the cooperative work implies the need of being adapted to a common schedule in order to develop the activities. Nevertheless, the answers given in figure 9 state that the difficulty to find a date for meetings seems to be the main drawback found by most teachers who answered the survey. This is so since merely 8.34% of them found little or no difficulty to set a date.

Nevertheless, the lack of punctuality, leading to an unnecessary waste of time, is the least important drawback found in the survey, as it is shown in figure 10. We regard this as a cultural fact, its results depending on the location where the survey is taken.

Figure 11 deals with talking about topics not related to the agenda, which is another one of the drawbacks and comprises a fact that makes participants lose their attention. The answers for “very much” are not really meaningful (12.5%), but if we add them to both “quite” (16.67%) and “some” (41.67%), all three represent the second least favourable percentage.

However, the need of a bigger time investment in order to discuss ideas was not a main drawback, contrary to what might have been thought (see figure 12). Even though the answers “some” (37.5%) confirm the big amount of time investment needed to achieve agreement, we can assume from answers “quite” (25%) and “very much” (12.5%) that the percentage of teachers who regard it as a drawback decreases.
The next item deals with whether you are satisfied of the work done in your base-group in spite of the difficulties that you have found. The results are shown in figure 13. The response has been categorical. Whereas for 91.67% the work was satisfactory, only 8.33% disagrees. Here are confirmed thus the answers that have been previously analyzed and that would determine a valuable strategy for teaching improvement.

The last question (whose results are shown in figure 14) is if the meetings have helped you to complete your teaching portfolio. With regard to the effect of the cooperative work in the attainment of the educational portfolio an outstanding 83.33 of participants thought that this strategy was essential. Finally, a few open questions were asked where the opinions of those taking the survey were required. They were as follows:
Check schedule availability before forming base-groups.
- More time for entertainment, since friendship is one of the most important values obtained.
- I don’t think the portfolio should be the key element of this seminar.
- The meetings and cooperative work have definitely had a positive influence on my approach to learning.
- The Portfolio shouldn’t be the most important aspect of FIPPU. Rather than a “diary-folder”, there should be activities which give as a result a clear improvement in our teaching methods, taking advantage of the cross-disciplinary character of the base-group. In order to do so, the management of the teaching innovation in our courses should be aimed at presenting papers in seminars or articles about teaching, always with the support of an ICE pedagogical adviser.

6 Conclusions

In order to work in a cooperative way, it is necessary to share experiences and knowledge and to have a very clear common objective in which feedback is essential for success. The thing to be learnt can only be achieved if the work of the group is cooperative. It is the group’s task to decide how to do the job, what the procedures will be, how to divide the workload, and what tasks are to be done.

Cooperative work, if not essential to obtain the major objective in the framework of FIPPU, happened to be very enriching. Especially exchange of experiences and communicative intercourse between the participating members had an outstanding effect in order to make a progress in the learning process.

We should point out that no member found a single negative effect in the strategy and in general results were optimistic or very optimistic in some cases. The teaching improvement was specially affected by the recording of one of the lessons, an event which caused the reaffirming of the strengths of each one of the participants, as well as the improvement of the weaknesses. Not even the issue of finding a date for the meetings was an important factor which might devalue this learning strategy.

It can be therefore argued that motivation, a key aspect in learning processes, was improved with the help of cooperative learning, as opposed to other learning strategies. An outstanding 91.67% of participants thought that cooperative work resulted in a useful strategy in order to achieve the learning objectives.
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